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New Sputnik V Shipment Arrives in Venezuela –
Mass Vaccination Advances
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***

This  Monday,  March  29,  the  third  shipment  of  Russian  Sputnik  V  vaccine  arrived  in
Venezuela on a Conviasa airline flight from Moscow, containing 50,000 vaccines.  With this
shipment, 250,000 doses have arrived in the country since February 15.

In  addition,  it  is  estimated  that  the  flight  itinerary  will  continue  to  advance  Venezuela’s
COVID-19  vaccination  plan.  This  batch  was  received  by  the  Russian  Ambassador  to
Venezuela, Sergey Mélik-Bagdasárov; Venezuelan Minister for Health, Carlos Alvarado; and
Foreign Affairs Minister Jorge Arreaza.

New agreements were signed with the Russian Federation to complete an order for ten
million doses of its vaccines.

“50,000 Sputnik V vaccines arrived, and 98,000 immunized health workers are
going to immunize more health workers and people over 60 years of age or
with a comorbidity, for comprehensive protection,” said Alvarado.

Similarly, Alvarado explained that “with these 50,000 vaccines we advanced towards the
goal of vaccinating 70% of the population and then anticipating herd immunization.”

#EnVideo � | Así fue el embarque de las 50 mil dosis de la vacuna #SputnikV
que arribará a nuestro país en las próximas horas gracias al despliegue de
@LAConviasa  y  la  alianza  estratégica  integral  con  la  Federación  Rusa.
�����#CuídateDeLaCovid19 pic.twitter.com/NGRg1lqrpQ

— Cancillería Venezuela �� (@CancilleriaVE) March 29, 2021

Priority for the elderly

In addition, the head of the Health Ministry announced that older adults will be prioritized.

“The goal is high, and we are starting with the most susceptible population. We
started with life-saving health personnel and teaching personnel; vaccination
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of adults over 60 years of age will soon begin.”

The goal is to vaccinate 22 million people.

“We are already making agreements for more vaccines with Russia, China,
Cuba and India.  Venezuela is  not  stopping,  and we are going to advance
towards mass vaccination,” Alvarado announced.

#EnFotos � | 50 mil dosis de la vacuna #SputnikV han sido embarcadas en
vuelo de @LAConviasa para dar continuidad al plan de inmunización del pueblo
venezolano, gracias a la cooperación del pueblo y gobierno de la Federación
Rusa. �����#CuídateDeLaCovid19 pic.twitter.com/bmmdktkKE8

— Cancillería Venezuela �� (@CancilleriaVE) March 29, 2021

Peace diplomacy

Foreign Affairs Minister Arreaza, for his part, highlighted the twinned alliances between both
nations that allowed the acquisition of this drug.

“Thanks to the Russian Federation, today we received more vaccines,” said
Arreaza. “In the next few hours further good news will be announced.”

He announced that in April a direct commercial flight route from Moscow to Caracas will be
opened to expand binational agreements, trade, and tourism.

“We have the sale of oil under siege and they have blocked more than $100
billion from us, but President Nicolás Maduro does not stop,” added Arreaza.

The head of diplomacy also outlined the titanic efforts of the Government to guarantee the
health of the Venezuelan people.

#EnVideo�| Canciller @jaarreaza: En este avión de @LAConviasa está llegando
vida,  hemos conseguido  los  canales  para  obtener  las  vacunas  del  pueblo
venezo lano .  G rac i a s  Rus i a ,  g rac i a s  p res iden te  V l ad im i r
Putin#CuídateDeLaCovid19  pic.twitter.com/m8iQWXPxDZ

— VTV CANAL 8 (@VTVcanal8) March 29, 2021

“The vice president met with the director of the WHO for the COVAX initiative for truthful
agreements,  not  falsehoods,”  he said,  perhaps referring to the social  media campaign
launched by anti-Chavismo claiming that the Venezuelan government is not allowing some
vaccines to enter the country. In reality the Venezuelan government has been blocked by
the United States, the European Union and extreme-right Venezuelan anti-Chavismo from
buying vaccines, due to the seizure of its assets in international banks.

Arreaza recalled that “we must be very rigorous, and that is why we are approving safe
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vaccines  for  people,”  a  reference  to  the  responsible  announcements  made  by  the
Venezuelan government in relation to its concern about acquiring AstraZeneca vaccines,
singled out by many countries for causing serious side effects.

“We  are  going  step  by  step,  but  these  are  firm  steps.  The  people  must
recognize that their Government is making every effort and soon we will all be
vaccinated,” said Arreaza.

Finally, a humanistic approach to the vaccination process in Venezuela was ensured, and
the arrival of more drugs is expected.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
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Featured image: Second shipment of Sputnik V vaccines arriving in Venezuela on Monday, March 29, to
continue the mass vaccination plan. Photo courtesy of MPPRE.
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